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DWARF-NAMES: A STUDY IN OLD
ICELANDIC RELIGION
A. INTRODUCTION

T

HEpurpose of this article is to further the understanding of

the nature and function of dwarves in Old Icelandic belief by
an investigation of the names applied to them. I have therefore
collected the dwarf-names, supplied meanings and etymologies,
and classified the names by form and function. These names are
scattered through the Fornaldarsogur, the Younger Edda and in
various Eddic poems. Most of the names are in two versified lists;
the shorter list in stanzas 10 to 16 of the Vqluspd,1 the longer,
called Dverga heiti, among the nafnaJbulur.2These two lists, which
are derived from a common source, have a large number of names
in common; the VQluspdhas nine or ten that are not in the bulur,
and the latter have a somewhat larger number which are not in
the Vqluspd. The various manuscripts show variant readings. All
these readings are of interest to us, for the opinion of a scribe as to
what is a suitable name for a dwarf may be just as valuable as the
opinion of the man who composed the original.3
The Icelandic pulir, the men who composed versified jingles,
were skilled technicians in verse, and would have been ridiculous in
1 There are three redactions of the text of the shorter
list; (1) in the VQluspd
in codex regius of the Elder Edda; (2) in slightly different wording, in codex regius
of the Younger Edda, Gylfaginning, Chapter 14; (3) in the version of the Vqluspd
found in Hauksbok.
2 They are in two manuscripts which contain the Younger Edda, A. M. 748,
II, 4to, and A. M. 757 4to. Best accessible in Finnur J6nsson, Den norsk-islandske
Skjaldedigtningen (K0benhavn, 1912), A I, 679 f.; B I, 672.
3 The variants of the dwarf-names in the
Vqluspd have been collected three
times; (1) by Sophus Bugge, NorroenFornkvASi (Christiania, 1867), 27 f., (2) by
Eugen Mogk, PBB VII (1880), 249 ff., (3) by B. Sijmons in Sijmons and Gering,
Die Lieder der Edda (Halle, 1906), I, 20 f.
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their own eyes and before the public had they resorted to nonsense
words4 to fulfil the requirements of their difficult metrical scheme.
Moreover, the pulur were only secondarily a metrical tourde-force; primarily they were a thesaurus of poetic diction arranged by subject matter. So the conditions under which these
lists were composed lead us to expect dwarf-names that were
readily intelligible to contemporary Icelanders and that described
the dwarves in accordance with popular belief.5 But the names did
not have to be clear at the first glance, for the Icelanders were
lovers of riddles and a name that puzzled the reader or hearer and
then dawned on him, pleasantly spiced his dish of philology served
with rhyme-sauce.6
B. DICTIONARY OF DWARF-NAMES7

Ai
Alfr
Alfrigg

Great-grandfather. Cp. ai, idem.
Elf. Cp. alfr, idem.
Elfking. Cp. MHG dwarf-name Alberich,from which
Alfrigg is borrowed and adapted, alb, 'elf,' and the
stem found in Gothic reiks, 'king.'

4 Otto Jespersen is in error when he
says, "In the poetry of the Old Norsemen
we again find a liking for meaningless sounds. Take the names for the dwarfs in the
Snorra Edda:-" and he quotes Voluspd 11 and 12 in the Younger Edda. "Several
of these names recall well-known words. Most of them however are certainly empty
sounds, but as such of great effect." He follows this with a list of Othin-names of
which he says, there are "no few that are mere empty sounds, unconnected with
anything known," with more to the same effect. The Othin-names had been explained in 1924 by Falk in his Odensheite,cited infra. Jespersen's remarks are in
his "Mankind, Nation and Individual from a Linguistic Point of View," Institutet
for sammenlignendeKulturforskning. Serie A: Forelesninger IV (Oslo, 1925), 188
ff. Zachrisson calls attention to Jespersen's error in Studia neophilologica,I (1928),
8;5.
5 In a previous article "They who await the second
Death," Scandinavian
Studies and Notes IX [1927], 167-201) I have shown in detail the characteristics
of dwarves as recorded in the Icelandic Romantic Sagas.
6 So much time has intervened between the
beginning of this study and its
completion that I can not indicate in all cases which.definitions and etymologies
are my own and which are due to others; and so I have abstained from branding
any of my property and must assume responsibility for the errorsof my predecessors
as well as of myself. I am fully aware that many of the definitions and etymologies
offered in the following pages are problematical, but I hope that this tabulation
will result in others bringing better solutions.
7 Since the occurrences of each
name are ordinarily listed in E. H. Lind, Norskisldndska dopnamn ochfingeradenamnfrdn medeltiden(Upsala, 1905-15), or Finnur
J6nsson, Lexicon poeticum antiquce linguceseptentrionalis (K0benhavn, 1913-16)
or in both, it is necessary to give this information only in cases where for some
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Alviss
Allj6fr

Anarr
Andvari

Ann
Annarr
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The other. "Asmundarsaga Kappabana" in Detter,
Zwei Fornaldarsdgur (Halle, 1891), 81. Cp. Latin
alius, idem. Vide Annarr infra.
Exceedingly wise. Cp. allviss, idem.
Wholly a thief. Cp. alaufn, 'Complete destruction,'
algildi, 'complete recompense,' alheilsa, 'complete
health,' i.e., al- 'all,' pj6fr, 'thief.'
Vide Onarr infra.
A gentle breeze. Cp. andvari, (1) 'a variety of fish,
gurnard, miluus, (2) a gentle breeze, (3) watchfulness,
vigilance,' andi, 'breath, breathing, a current of air,'
varr, 'attentive, careful, watchful,' andbldsinn, 'inflated,' andhlaup, 'suffocation,' andlauss, 'breathless,
dead,' andldt, 'loss of breath, death,' MnN anddor,
(wind-door) 'ventilating hole in the wall of a barn.'
It is evident that the first meaning of Andvari was
'wind-wary.' The choice of meaning here is determined by the use of Gustr in Reginsmdl 53 as a synonym of Andvari. Vide Gustr infra.
Vide Onn infra.
The other, the second. Vsp. 117. V. 1. to Anarr,
Onarr. Cp. annarr, idem. Vide Alius supra.

reason it is not readily found in the above works. The former is here referred to as
Lind, the latter as FJ. FJ defines many of these names, as does also Hugo Gering in
his Kommentarzu den Liedernder Edda, erste Halfte (Halle, 1927), referred to as
Gering, followed by the page number in parentheses. References to the Elder Edda
are based on Gustav Neckel, Die Lieder des codex regius nebst verwandtenDenkmdlern, (2nd ed., Heidelberg, 1927), references to the pulur on Finnur J6nsson's
Skjaldedigtningen. All Modern Icelandic words are found in Sigfus Blondal,
Islenzk-d6nsk orYabok(Reykjavik, 1920-24), all Modern Norwegian words in Alf
Torp, Nynorsk etymologiskOrdbok(Kristiania, 1919). Words from other Scandinavian dialects than Old Icelandic are quoted from Torp unless specified. The
language is not designated for Old Icelandic words found in Fritzner's Ordbogover
det gamle norske Sprog (Kristiania, 1886--1896), in Vigfusson's Icelandic-English
Dictionary (Oxford, 1874), or in FJ. I do not stop to disagree with Gering in the
many instances in which he wanders far afield for an etymology of a dwarf-name.
Gering did not observe that the dwarf-names were made from the living linguistic
material used and understood by the pulr and his contemporaries. Instead he often
tried to derive dwarf-names from ancient compounded hero-names, the parts of
which were so fused that none but a learned etymologizer could separate and
understand them, the meanings of which would be a sealed book to the simple
people who made up the dwarf-names. But I gratefully acknowledge here my
indebtedness to him.
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Aurvangr
Aurvargr
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Bari
Barri
Berlingr

Bifurr9

Billingr
Bildr
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? Probably a scribal error, and not originally intended
for a name. Certain MSS read at vas par and oc vas
par.
Gravelly plain. Cp. aur, 'gravel,' vangr, 'plain.'8
Gravel outlaw. Cp. aur, 'gravel,' vargr, (1) 'wolf,
(2) outlaw.'
The one in the East. Cp. austr, 'east.'
Ready, eager (to fight). Cp. barr, 'ready, eager,
fiery.'
Awkward one, butterfingers. Cp. MnI barri, idem.
Little bar, handspike. Cp. berlingsdss, 'pole,' MnN
berling, 'little beam under the flooring of a vessel,'
S bdrling, 'handspike,' E berling, 'cross-rafter.'
Beaver, i.e. one who does things with zeal. Cp. MnN
bzver, S bdver,D bcever,MnI bifurr. Borrowed from
Frisian-LG bever. The native form of the word was
bj6rr. The name of this animal is often used figuratively for diligence. Cp. MnN bjor, 'beaver, hard
worker,' E 'to work like a beaver.' MnI has gone
even farther; bifurr, 'beaver, mood, thought, inclination.'
Twin brother. Cp. MnN billing, idem., Finnish
Swedish, bil, 'uncle.'
An edged weapon or instrument. Cp. bildr, 'instrument for bloodletting, axe,' MnI bildur, 'instrument
for bloodletting, arrow or other projectile,' MnN
bill, 'instrument for bloodletting,' S dial. bill, 'tool
for cutting ice,' OS bilder, MnS plogbill, 'plow-share,'
E bill, 'a weapon.'
Blackish. Cp. bldr, 'black.'
Blind board, i.e. a board or slat that was covered or
did not come through. Cp. blindr, 'blind,' vi8r,
'board, slat, log,' MnI compounds blindeggjabur,
blindfella, blindjaki, blindkser (Vigfusson), which
indicate a covered or concealed object, or doing a
thing so that the result is concealed; blindrim,
blindstrceti,things that do not come through.

8 Hermann
Giintert, Von der Sprache der Gotterund Geister (Halle, 1921), 141.
9 Gustav Indrebo, "Nokre stadnamn," Heidersskrift til Marius
Hcegstad (Oslo,
1925), 65 ff.
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Brisingr
Brokkr

Brfinill
Buinn
Bumburr
Buri
Burinn
BQfurr
Bomburr
Dagfinnr
Dainn
Dani
Darri
Dellingr
D61gr14
Dolgkrasir
D61glvari
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The shining one. pulur 17. Cp. MnN blava, 'to
shine, glitter, glisten.'
Flame. Cp. brisingr, 'fire,' MnN brising, 'fire, blaze,
torchlight,' brisa, 'to shine, flame, sparkle, glow.'
Smith, who works with fragments (of metal).10 Cp.
br6k, 'breeches,' MnI brok, 'white clouds along the
mountains,' MnN brok n, 'fish that are torn in the
net,' brokf, 'landslide,' Gm +brekan. This connection
is preferable to one with brokka, 'to trot,' MnI
brokkur, 'horse that trots hard,' because it agrees
with known traditions. Also Brokkr is brother to
Sindri, a name connected with smithing.
Black or dark brown. Cp. brunn, idem.
Prepared (for burial). Cp. at bia um lik., 'to prepare
a corpse for burial.'
The swollen one. Cp. bumba, 'drum,' MnN bumba,
pregnant female with swollen figure.
Son. Cp. burr, 'son.'
Sonlike. Cp. burr, 'son.'
?
Vide Bumburr supra.
Day-finder, or Day-magician.12 Cp. dagr, 'day,'
finnr. Vide Finnr infra.
Deadlike. Cp. deyja, 'to die.'
Deadlike. Cp. deyja, 'to die.'
Spearman. Fjolsvinnsmdl 342. Cp. darr, 'spear.'
The gleaming one. Cp. +dallr,l3'clarus, superbus.'
Enemy, draugr. Cp. d6lgr, idem, dylgja, 'hostility.'
Battle-eager. Cp. Dolgr supra, prasir infra.
Hostile spear. Cp. D6lgr supra, pvari, 'a sort of spear.'

10Noreen, Altisldndische und
altnorwegischeGrammatik4 (Halle, 1923), ?318, 8.
1 For mythical connotations see references in Bugge, FornkvceiYi
3a, New English
Dictionary s. v. brownie and browning, Hj. Falk, "Ode'nsheite," in Skrifter utgit av
Videnskapsselskapeti Kristiania, 1924, II, Hist.-fil. K1. No. 10. s. v., G. T. Flom,
Journal of American Folklore XXXVIII (1925), 409. Has the OE name Branst&n
a mythical significance?
12 Dagfinnr was a common and an ancient name which had been in use so
long
that this definition based on the meaning of its component themes is inept. A
definition is given for the sake of completeness.
13 Hans Naumann, "Altnordische Namenstudien," Acta
Germanica,Neue Reihe,
Heft I (Berlin, 1912), 85.
14 A. M.
Sturtevant, Scandinavian Studies and Notes, IX (1927), 151 ff.
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Borer, auger-man. Cp. MnI d6r, 'auger,' MnN dor,
'iron bolt, axle, axle-tap,' dore, 'iron rod,' Faroic
dori, 'plug for a hole, auger, iron bolt.' Possibly from

Dramir
Draufnir

German dorn.
? Vsp. 151. V. 1. to Draupnir.
? Vsp. 151. V. 1. to Draupnir.

Draupnir

Dripper (of rings), a metaphor for goldsmith. Cp.

Scribal error.

drjuzpa, 'to drip.'

Dffr
Dulinn

Dfiri5
Durinn16
Dirnir
Dvalinn

DQrri
Eggm6inn

Nodder. Cp. dufa, 'to dip,' MnN diva, 'to nod in
sleep.'
Slow, weak. Cp. dulinn, 'mistaken, conceited,' MnN
dule, 'lazy, slovenly person,' S dialect dulen, 'sickly,
unhealthy.' In ablaut with MnN dvale, 'stupor,
state of hibernation.'
Sleepy. Cp. dirr, 'sleep,' dira, 'to sleep.'
Sleepy. Cp. Duri supra.
Sleeper. Cp. Duri supra.17
Torpid. Cp. MnN dvalen, 'lazy, sleepy,' dvale,
'stupor, state of hibernation,' in ablaut with duira.
Gering (13) objects to this connection and attributes
the word to dvelja, 'to delay,' but the origins of both
dvale and dvelja are identical.
Spearman. FjQlsvinnsmal324. Cp. dQrr,l8'spear.'
Slain by the sword. Cp. egg, 'edge,' and +m6inn,
constructed by Falk and Torp,l9 employed by
Torp20again, and used by Hellquist21 to account for

15
Sophus Bugge. Studier over de nordiske Gude- og HeltesagnsOprindelse
(Christiania, 1881-89), 475, n. 3.
16
Detter, PBB XXI (1896), 107 n. 2.
17 This derivation is
proposed by Finnur J6nsson in Afnf, XXXV (1909), 302.
B. Sjoros in "Studier i nord. fil.," III (1912) No. 2, (Skrifter utgivna av svenska
litteratursdllskapeti Finland CIII) connects Dzrnir with dyrr, 'door,' and gives it
the meaning 'doorkeeper.' There is one story (Ynglingasaga, Chap. XII) where a
dwarf is a doorkeeper, but the rather large number of names meaning 'sleepy, lazy,
drowsy' indicates a strong tradition. One inclines to the meaning 'sleeper' though
both are linguisticly possible.
18 Finnur J6nsson,
Ordbogtil de af samfund til udgivelseaf gammelnordisk litteratur udgivne rimur samt til de af Dr. O. Jiriczek udgivne Bosarimur (K0benhavn,
1926-27), s. v. dorr.
19H. S. Falk and Alf
Torp, Norwegisch-ddnischesetymologischesWorterbuch
(Heidelberg, 1910-11), s. v. moden.
20
Alf Torp, Nynorsk etymologiskOrdbok,s. v. moden.
21
Elof Hellquist, Svensk etymologiskOrdbok(Lund, 1922), s. v. mogen.
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Norw-Danish moden, S mogen, 'ripe,' as participle
to moask, 'to digest,' MnN moa, 'to soften by pressure, beating, chewing.' Eggm6inn would mean
'made soft, weak, i.e. slain, by the sword.'
The r6inn which occurs as a serpent-name may
well be this same word, though FJ says it indicates
the creature which inhabits the moar, 'moors.' The
horse-name m6inn probably means 'brownish,' cp.
mor, 'grayish brown,' and it is not impossible that
Eggm6inn means 'edge-brown' and refers to the
dark color of the corpse after decay has set in. But
the first meaning is supported by the other compounds of m6inn in the pulur; gestm6inn, a swordname (Svergaheiti 97), 'beaten by strangers,' which
describes the fate of the sword in battle, and fiskmoinn,22 a helmet-name (Hjdlmsheiti 18), 'beaten by
fish,' i.e. 'by swords.' Fish is a common figure for
sword.23

Eikinskjaldi The one with the oaken shield. Cp. eik, 'oak,
skjQldr, 'shield.' FJ and Gering (17) prefer this
definition. Ross and Bugge24prefer 'the one raging
with a shield.' Cp. eikinn, 'violent, raging.' But
warriors do not ordinarily 'rage' with a weapon of
defence.
Eilifr
He who lives alone. Flateyjarb6k(Christiania, 186068), III, 72. Cp. Einlifr.25 This was a common name
in Iceland and Norway. The bearer was here a
mortal dwarf.
Eitri
The very cold one. Cp. eitr, 'poison.' In compounds
often, 'severe cold.'
Fainn
Shining. Cp.fd, 'to color, brighten,'fdinn-, 'spotted,'
occurs only in compounds, MnI fdinn, 'polished,
shiny,' MnN faaen, 'pale, sickly looking.'
Fair
The ferrule or socket on the head of a spear into
which the shaft is driven. Cp. fair, idem.
22
Finnur J6nsson adopts the variant fikm6inn in SkjaldedigtningenB I, 665.
23Rudolf
Meissner, Die Kenningar der Skalden (Bonn u. Leipzig, 1921), 154.
24 Hans Ross, Norsk
Ordbog(Christiania, 1895) s. v. eikja; Bugge, Fornkva0ei,
93a.
25Alexander J6hannesson, Islenzk tungu i fornold (Reykjavfk, 1924-24),
?213, 3).
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Shining. Dverga heiti 5i. Cp. Fdinn supra.
The faring one. Cp. fara, 'to fare,' fqrull, 'traveller,'
farald, 'that which fares about, a contagious disease,'
farandi (pres. part. of fara), 'wind.' Is Farli a windname?
Magician. Vide Finnr infra.
(1) File. (2) By association with weak masculine
nouns formed on tool-names it may mean 'filer,' as
Gering (13) thinks. Cp. MnN S D fil. The source
is Frisian or LGfile, which, coming in with commerce,
displaced the native ftel of the Scandinavian mainland, but failed in Iceland to drive out tel.
Lapp, i.e. magician. Cp. finnr, originally (1) 'finder,
collector, i.e. a nomad who lived on what he found or
killed,' then (2) 'a people at the cultural stage of the
collector, the Lapps.26 Lapps were regarded as
magicians by the Scandinavians.
Paneller. Cp. fjQI, 'plank, board, panel,' fjalhqgg,
'block on which timber is split into panels,' MnN
fjfl, S fjil, fjdl, D fjdl, 'plank, board, panel.' A
fjalarr would be person (1) who made panels, or (2)
who did panelling.
Fjalarr occurs also as the name of a cock, a giant,
and of mortals, which latter undoubtedly have their
names from the craft just mentioned. Karl Millenhof27 suggests the meaning 'spy,' and derives it from
fela, 'to conceal,' which he assumes had in addition
the meaning of MnN fjela, 'to spy.' This lacks support. Noreen28accepts the derivation from fela, but
is silent as to the meaning. Lind does the same. This
origin is possible and a meaning 'concealer' would
not be unsuitable as a dwarf-name. Cf. Alpj6fr.
FJ defines it as 'den meget beherskende, vidende.'
Gering (19) says FJ derives it from *Filuharjis,

26 T. E. Karstenin "Studieri nord. fil." IX
(1928), No. 3, (Skrifterutgivnaav
svenskaLitteratursdllskapet
i Finland CXXXIX). Otto v. Friesen,"R6-steneni
Bohuslan,"Uppsalauniversitets&rskrift,
1924. Filos. sprdkv.ochhist. vetenskaper,
4, 86 f., 100.
27 Deutsche
Altertumskunde
(Berlin,1883-91),V, 134.
28 AisI.

Gr.4 ?124, 2.
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which he rejects as linguisticly impossible.29 One
should add that such a derivation makes it an ancient
hero-name, which contemporaries could not understand.
Very wise. Cp. fjIl- 'much, manifold,' sviar or
svinnr, 'wise.'
Ancient bow. Cp. forn, 'ancient,' bogi, 'bow.'
? FJ suggests reading Forve(i), 'tempelgdelcegger'or
'beboeraf et forve, vanhelligt sted.' The word occurs
in an Old Norwegian legal code from christian
times: pcet skal a forve fwra oc rceyra peerer huarke
gengr ifir menn ne fenarr fbet er forue hins illa.30 pet
skal at forre fcera oc rcyra per sem huarke gengr ifuir
men nefenadar. pet er forfue hins illa.3l "It (a misshapen or monstrous birth) shall be brought to (the)
forve and buried in a stone heap there where neither
men nor cattle pass over. That is the devils forve."
Sophus Bugge comments on this passage:32 "I forve
kan -e ikke vaere Suffix, thi ellers maatte f0rste
Stavelses Vokal vaere omlydt ved i-omlyd. Jeg formoder, at Ordet er opstaaet af for-ve. Andet Led er
ve, Helligdom. Som fdrste Led angiver for- ofte noget
fordaerveligt:forboen B n om noget Ondt, ford&ea
Heks, som forudsaetter et forddY, o. fl. Jeg formoder
derfor, at forve betegner 'et Sted, som er indviet til
onde Magter' eller 'et vanhelligt Sted.' Gotisk har
ved siden af veihs, hellig, Sammensatningen usveihs
,eiprJXos,
profanus. Formen forre er feilagtig."
I suggest, hesitantly, another interpretation of
forve; that it has the same relation to ve thatforkirkja
does to kirkja, forskdli to skdli, and forhzusto his,
indicating an outer part, porch or entrance to the
kirkja, skdli, hus or ve.
Swift. Cp. frdr, idem.

29
in the third
GeringhereaccusesNoreenof translatingFjalarr'(met)verstecker,'
edition of the grammar,?119, 2, and explainsat length that FjQlniris the 'met-

verstecker,'which is exactly what Noreen says.
30 R. Keyser og P. A.
Munch, Norges gamle Love indtil 1387 (Christiania, 1846-

1895)I, 339.

31idem. I, 363.

32Afnf II (1885), 211 f.
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Swift. Cp. fr6r, idem.
Cold Cp. frost, idem.
Famous. Cp. freegr, idem.
Long enough. Cp. full-, prefix indicating completion,
langr, 'long.'
Found. Cp. fundinn, pp. of finda, 'to find.'
Yeller, singer. Cp. gala, 'to yell, sing.' E nightingale.
(1) Elf concerned with magic. (2) Wolf-elf, outlawelf, i.e. evil elf. Cp. gandr, (1) 'stick, magic wand,
magic ball, magic,' (2) = vargr, 'wolf, outlaw,' dlfr,
elf.'

Ginnarr
G16i

Deceiver. Cp. ginna, 'to dupe, deceive.'
The glowing one. Vsp. 154. V. 1. to G6linn. Cp.
gl6a, 'to glow.'
Gl6inn
The glowing one. Cp. gl6a, 'to glow.'
Gloni
The glowing one. Vsp. 154. V. I to Gl6inn. Cp.
gl6a, 'to glow.'
Gollmaevill Rich sea-king. Cp. goll-gull, 'gold,' Mavill, diminutive of mor, 'sea-gull,' a sea-king name.
Grerr35
Roaring. Cp. OE gerar, idem, rarian, 'to roar.'
Prim. Scand. *3arairiR.
Grimr
Mask. A name used by a stranger to conceal his
identity. Cp. grimr, 'mask, helmet.'
A puff of wind. Cp. gustr, idem. Vide Andvari supra.
Gustr36
Hanarr
Vide Hannarr infra.
Hannarr
Skilled. Cp. hannarr, idem.
Har37
The high one. Cp. hdr, 'high.'
Haugspori Howe-treader. Cf. haugr, 'howe, grave-mound,' spor,
'spoor, track.'
File with a handle. Also possibly, one who uses a file
Heptifili
with a handle, as with fili supra and kili infra. Cp.
33Noreen Aisl. Gr.4 ?80, 2.
34 Elias Wessen,"Nordiskanamnstudier,"
Arsskrift,1927,
Uppsalauniversitets
Filos. sprakv.ochhist. vetenskaper,
3, 90 n. 2.
35The followingwordsendingin Prim. Scand.-iR, some of them i-stems and
some originallyju-stems, indicate noises; brestr,drynr,dykr,dynr, dynkr,fnyar,
glymr, gnygSr,gnyr, hlymr,hrinr, hrytr,hvinr, krytr,kvigSr,rymr, skellr,skrekr,
stynr,styrr,svcegr,ymr,~ss, prymr,pytr.
36 Sophus Bugge, Helge-digtene
i den celdreEdda, deresHjem og Forbindelser
(KjCbenhavn,1896),326 n. 1.
37 To be foundin FJ s. v. 2.
Hqr. For the variousmeaningsand spellingsoften
confoundedwith this wordsee Falk, Odensheite
s. v.
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hepti, 'haft, handle,' and fil, 'file,' heptisax, 'a dagger
'sword with hilts.'
with a handle,' OE hwrftmece,
Hare. Cp. heri, idem. The hare is not found in Iceland.
Army-peace. C. C. Rafn, Fornaldarsigur NorYrlanda
Cp.
(Kaupmannahofn, 1829-30), II, 446-448.
* Harja-freYuR.38

Herri&r39
Hildingr
Hleil61fr

HleJi6lfr

Hlevangr
Hlevargr
HlIj6o lfr
Hornbori

Hugstari

HQgstari
HQrr

Ingi
Iri

Army-beautiful. See HerrauYr above. Cp. Her(Harja-) and friSr, 'beautiful.'
Warrior, prince, king. Cp. hildingr, idem.
? Vsp. 154. V. 1. to HlIvangr. Cp. Hlei5-?, -6lfr
-ulfr, 'wolf.' The prototheme is probably a scribal
error.
Sword. Vsp. 154. V. 1. to Hle'vangr. Cp. hleQSi,
'door,' -olfr -zilfr, 'wolf.' Words for door mean
'shield' in kennings.40 HleYi6lfr means 'shield-wolf,'
i.e. 'sword.' Cp. huriulfr, 'door-wolf,' i.e. 'sword.'
Sheltered plain. Cp. hle,41'lee,' vangr,'plain, meadow,
common.'
Lee-outlaw, i.e. evil person buried in a sheltered spot.
Cp. hle, 'lee,' vargr, 'wolf, outlaw.'
Howl-wolf.
Cp. hlj65, 'noise,' -6lfr-ilfr, 'wolf,'
varghlj6o,'howling of wolves.'
Hornborer, i.e. a man who bores horn. Cp. horn,
'horn', bora, 'to bore,' MnI, MnN, S dial., D, OE,
MLG bor, S borr, 'auger, gimlet, drill.'
The bold one. Cp. hugr, 'mind,' starr 'stiff, firm,'
hugdjarfr, hugdyggr, hugfastr, hugfullr, hugstorr,
'courageous.'
Stubborn with blows. For HQggstari. Cp. hqgg,
'blow,' starr, 'stiff,' hQggrammr,'stout in blows.'
? V. 1. to Hdr. HQrrmeans 'linen, bowstring.' The
word is here probably only a form of Hdr or Hdrr,
and should be written HOrr.42
Vide Yngveinfra, of which it is a v. 1.
Irish. Cp. frar, idem.

88Naumann, AltnordischeNamenstudien, 35. Norenn, Aisl. Gr.4, ?291, 4.
89 As to the meaning of Herrau&Sr
and Herri'r see note to Dagfinnr supra.
40

Fritzner, Ordbogoverdet gamle norske Sprog, s. v. hleSi.

41 For a different derivation of HlU- in
proper names see Falk, Odensheites. v

Hlefrtyr and HlefqSr.
42 Falk. Odensheites. v.
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Wielder of the yew-bow, warrior, originally the god
Ull. Cp. +Iwa-waldan,43idem. The literal meaning
of ivaldi could still be clear to the poet's audience,
but it is not so certain that references to Ull were
understood. Ivaldi probably meant 'warrior'to them.
Ice-floe or ice-berg. Cp. jaki, idem.
Jaki44
Warrior. Cp. jara, 'battle.' If this name was conJari
structed from JQruvellir,45the man who did it probably thought Jqruvellir meant 'battle-plains.'
Kili
Wedge. Possibly, one who uses a wedge. Vide Fili
supra. Cp. MnN, D kile, S dial. kila, borrowed from
Frisian or LG kil. This foreign word was victorious
on the Scandinavian mainland, but not in Iceland
where veggris retained.
LiSskjalfr46 Shaking in the limbs. Cp. liOr, 'joint, limb.' skjdlfr,
trembling,' limjukr, 'limber jointed.' The usual
translation, 'frightener of the army,' is impossible
because skjdlfr does not mean 'frightener.'
Litr
Color, especially reddish color of the face. Cp. litr,
idem.
Lj6mi
Glow, gleam, shine. Cp. Ijomi, idem, northern S
Ijom, 'aurora borealis,' OE leoma, 'glow, gleam.'
Gothic lauhmuni, 'lightening.'
Lofarr
Stooper. Cp. MnN luva, 'to bend down, to walk or
sit bent over.' S dial. luva, 'to withdraw abashed
and ashamed,' MnN luv, 'something that hangs down,
forelock, thick hair,' luv adj. 'with bowed head, with
hair over the forhead,' E lubber,'lazy thickset person.'
Lofarr could also mean 'praiser.' Cp. lofa, 'to praise.'
L6inn
Lazy. Cp. MnN loen, 'inclinded to saunter,' loa,
'to go slowly, waste time.'

Ivaldi

Mangus Olsen, "Hedenske Kultminder i norske Stedsnavne," Skrifter utgit
af Videnskapsselskapeti Kristiania 1915, II, Histfil. Kl. No. 4, p. 237, n. 1.
44FJ says laki is "vist kun forvansket af lari." Hermann Guntert, Kalypso
(Halle 1919) 49, remarks on the derviation of jaki.
45 F. Detter u. R.
Heinzel, ScemundarEdda mit einem Anhang hrsgb.und erkldrt
(Leipzig, 1903) II, 22. Elof Hellquist, "Studier bver de svenska sjonamnen"
(Stockholm, 1903-6), 282, (Bidrag till kdnnedomom de svenskalandsmalen och svenskt
folkliv, XX, 1).
46For comment on words similar to this in appearance, but not necessarily
in origin or meaning, see Erik Brate, "Betydelsen av ortnamnet Skalv," Namn och
Bygd, I, (1913), 103 ff.
43
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The closer. Cp. lok, 'the close, end,' luka, 'to close,
lock.'
L6ni
Lazy person. Cp. Ion, 'place where the water is still
because it is protected from the open sea,' MnI 16n,
'a stopping, a quitting,' S dial. lona, 'to stop work,'
Shetlandic loni, 'lazy person with slovenly gait,'
MnN luna, 'to walk softly as if spying.' Luna sometimes has a past tense with long vowel, loonde,loonte.
MibviSr
The middle board or slat. Cp. mipr, 'middle, center,'
vi;r, 'board, slat, log.'
MjQQvitnir Meadwolf, i.e. toper. Cp. mjQgr, 'mead,' vitnir,
'wolf.'
MjQklituSr Much colored, or, nearly red. Cp. mjqk, 'much, just
about, nearly,' -litu&r,variant form of litaYr,'colored,
red.'
M6osognir He who roars in rage. Cp. m6'r, 'rage,' svagla, 'to
plash, babble,' scgr (+svogi), 'noise,' OE sweg, swoeg,
'noise,' E sough, 'murmur of wind in trees,' MnN
s6g, 'talk, murmur,' sogja, 'to plash, babble,' Gothic
swogatjan, 'to sigh.'48
M6ovitnir Ragewolf. Cp. mo6r, 'rage,' vitnir, 'wolf.'
Muninn
The reminding one. Cp. muna, 'to remember.' The
name of one of Othin's ravens.
MQndull
(1) Axle, shaft, especially of a hand-mill. (2) A
handle, especially of a hand-mill. Cp. mqndull, idem,
early modern German (1499) mandel49for mangel,
'a roller for smoothing laundry,' E mandle50 for
mangle, Latin manga, mangana, manganum, Greek
aioyaovov.
Nabbi
Nub. Cp. nabbr,'small protuberance on the skin or on
the greensward,' nqbb, idem, MnI nabbi, 'a small boil
on the skin.'
Niinn
(1) Corpselike. Cp. ndr, 'corpse.' (2) Relative.
Cp. ndinn, idem.
Nali
Axle of a hand-mill. Cp. ndl, (1) 'needle, tree-nail,'
(2) = mQndull,'axle of a hand-mill.'

Loki47

47 Gering (49) gives bibliography of derivations of Loki.
48Sophus Bugge, Fornkvcewi388. F. Detter, PBB, XXI
(1886), 107 n. 1.
Falk u. Torp, Norw.- dan. etymol. Worterbuch(Heidelberg, 1910), s. v. suk.

49Grimm,DeutschesWirterbuch
s. v.
50

Vigfusson, Icelandic-English Dictionary, s. v. mQndull.
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Narr

Nefi61
NiShQggr
NiSi

NiSQtr
Nifengr

Niningr
Nipingr

NorSri
N6ri
Nyi

Nyr
Ny'rar

Naxfr
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Corpse. Cp. ndr, idem.
? V. 1. to ndr. MnI narr, 'fool,' seems to be too late
a borrowing from German to account for it, though
there is no assurance of this. It is apparently a scribal
blunder.
Relative, nephew. Cp. nefi, idem.
The hatefully striking one. Cp. ni6S,'hate,' hqggva,
'to strike.'
The one associated with the dark of the moon. Cp.
ni5, 'the dark of the moon.' So far as the form is concerned it might be from niSr, 'son, kinsman, relative,'
but the context in which it stands (Vsp. 111) supports the view that ni;5i indicates a phenomenon of
nature.
? The reading of the MS is doubtful. It is probably
only an error for NiYhqggr.
? Probably an error for Nipingr. Vide infra. But
cp. ni- for niu-, 'nine,' fengr, a word used as a name
for Othin, for a horse, and for a magic sign.
? Vsp. 116.
V. 1. for Nipingr. Scribal blunder.
Vide Nipingr infra.
Pinch. Cp. MnI nipingur, 'a pinch on the nose,'
MnN nypa, 'to pinch.' The word probably came in
with the nipuleikur, a game known in other Scandinavian countries.
The one in the North. Cp. norYr,'north.'
Little shaver. Cp. MnI nori, 'a small bit of something,
a little shaver.'
The one connected with the new moon. Cp. nf, 'the
new moon.' Nyi could be from n9r, 'new,' but the
context (Vsp. 111) indicates that it refers to a phenomenon of nature.
New. Cp. nyr, idem.
Ingenious. Cp. nyrdaYliga,'unexpectedly, surprisingly,' n9rdgligr, 'unexpected, surprising, newfangled, queer.'
Clever, skilled. Cp. noefr,idem.

" Occurs in pulur 23. Both MSS have nefi, which Finnur J6nsson prints nefi
in Skjaldedigtningen B I, 672. This word is immediately preceded by Nefr in both
MSS. Vide infra.
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Onarr
Onn
Onni
6ri
Orinn
Orr
Patti
RaAspakr
RaAsviSr
Reginn52
Rekkr
Siarr
Sindri
Skavi&r

Skfvaerr

Skirvir
Su&ri
Sviarr
Svi'r
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Shy. Cp. 6ask, 'to be afraid,' MnN oast, 'to be afraid,'
oe, 'fear.'
? "Asmundarsaga Kappabana" in Detter, Zwei
Fornaldarsigur (Halle, 1891) 81 ff. An imitation of
a Latin word. Vide Alius supra.
Starer. Cp. MnNona, 'to stare longingly at something.'
This form is listed hesitantly instead of qnn by FJ
but is not sufficiently documented. Vide Qnn infra.
? Vsp. 118. V. 1. to Ai and Oinn.
The violent one. Cp. 6ra, to be quarrelsome,' crr,
'mad, furious,' 6raferg, 6ramayr, 6ramdl, 6rar.
Quarrelsome. Vsp. 117. V. 1. to Ann. Vide 6ri supra.
Quarrelsome. Vsp. 117. V. 1. to Ann. Vide Ori supra.
Little shaver, little boy. Cp. MnI patti, idem.
Wise in counsel. Cp. rdaspakr, idem.
Wise in counsel. Cp. racisvir, rdssvinnr, idem.
The potent one, the wielder. Cp. regen, 'the highest
powers, the gods.'
Warrior, hero, man. Cp. rekkr, idem.
He who makes the sparks fly, smith. Vsp. 134. V. 1.
to Sviurr. Cp. sia, 'spark from the anvil.'
The slag-man, smith. Cp. sindr, 'slag or dross from
a forge.'
Slanting board or slat. Cp. MnI skdr,53'slanting,
crooked,' virr, 'board, slat, rung.' Vide BlindviYr,
Mi;YviSrsupra, ViSr infra. Finnur Jonsson prints
skdviYr in Skjaldedigtningen B I, 652. FJ has
Skdfiar, 'the wry Lapp.' Editions of the Elder Edda
have Skdfi;r and Skafigr.
Being good, i.e. goodnatured. Cp. skdr, 'good,' adj.
vwrr, 'being,' hogvarr, 'meekminded.' Skdvcerrmay
also mean 'being wry, distorted, slanting.' Cp. skdr,
slanting, crooked.'
Joiner who makes herring-bone panelling. Cp. MnN
skjerva, 'to make herring-bone panelling.'
The one in the South. Cp. sugr, 'south.'
? Vsp. 134. V. 1. to Sviurr.
Wise. Vsp. 134. V. 1.to Sviurr. Cp. sviSr, svinnr, idem.

62 A. M.
Sturtevant, "A Study of the Old Norse Word Reginn." Journal of
English and Germanic Philology, XV (1916), 251-266.
53 Finnur J6nsson, Afnf, XLIV (1928), 249.
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Sviurr
Tigvae
Tirgr
T6ki54

Tuta

Uni
Uri

Vali

Varr57
Vegdrasill
Veggr
Veigr

Vestri
Viggr

54

? Cp. possibly MnI sva, 'to decrease,' used of pain.
sviun, 'decrease of pain,' MHG svinen, 'to disappear.'
?
? V. 1. to Tigvce.
Blockhead. V. 1. to Jaki. Cp. MnN S tok, MnN
toke, 'fool.' Possibly it is an early loan word. Cp.
LG token, 'to play, joke.'
Little nub. Flateyjarb6k, III, 418, 420. Cp. MnI
tata, 'a teat-like projection,' titeyg(a)ur, 'popeyed.'
Tita was a mortal Frisian dwarf who lived among
Norwegians in the eleventh century.
The calm one. Cp. una, 'to be satisfied.'
The slag-man, smith. Cp. ur, 'slack, slag, small splinters of iron which fall from the heated metal in
smithing.'
(1) Vali, Welchman or man of Valland in Northern
France.55 Vsp. 123. V. 1. to Ndli. Cp. valir, idem.
(2) Vdli, a son of Othin. Cp. +vanilo.56
Wary, cautious, shy. Cp. varr, idem.
(1) Road-steed. Cp. vegr, 'road.' drasill, 'steed.'
(2) Glory-steed. Cp. vegr, 'honor, glory.'
Wedge. Vsp. 12.1 V. 1. to Veigr. Cp. veggr, idem,
veggsleginn,'wedge-shaped hammer.'
Strength. Cp. MnI veigur, idem. The Old Icelandic
word veig f, 'strong drink,' seems to be the source of
two words in MnI; veig f, 'strong drink,' and veigur
m, 'strength.' As we have no historical dictionary we
do not know when this differentiation took place, but
it is possible that the masculine form is old, though
unrecorded in early times.
The one in the West. Cp. vestr, 'west.'
Axe-bit. Vsp. 12.1 V. 1. to Veigr. Cp. MnN vigg m
and n, idem. As a masculine it would be viggr in the
old period. There is also a MnN viggm, 'the opening
made in setting the teeth of a saw.' This would also

Elias Wessen,NordiskeNamnstudier,90, n. 3.

56SophusBugge,StudieroverdenordiskeGude-og

HeltesagnsOprindelse(Christiania, 1881-89),207 ff.
56EduardSievers,PBB, XVIII
(1899), 582 ff.
57Two smiths, both named
Varr,thoughnot called dwarves,are to be understood as such. In FinnurJ6nsson,HrolfssagakrakaogBjarkarimur(Kjobenhavn.
1904), 15.
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be viggr in the old period. Torp58thinks both words
are veggr, 'wedge,' but as they apparently coexist
with vegg in Norway they may have been differentiated rather early. Vigg n, occasionally vigg m,
'horse,' is not a fitting dwarf-name. Viggr, 'axe-bit,'
is a characteristic dwarf-name.
Vigr
Spear. Vsp. 121. V. 1. to veigr. Cp. vigr, idem.
Vi'Sr
Board, slat, rung. Cp. viSr, idem.
Vifir
Fututor. Cp. vif, 'woman,' vifinn, 'uxorious,'
MnI vifni, 'uxoriousness,' vifsyndi, 'pleasure from
intercourse with women.'
Vindalfr
Wind-elf. Cp. vindr, 'wind,' dlfr, 'elf.'
Virvir
Dyer. Cp. Old Frisian verver,'dyer.'
Vitr
Wise. Cp. vitr, idem.
Yngvi
Frey. Cp. Yngvifreyr,'Frey.'
Beloved. Cp. pekkr, idem.
Iekkr
Dj'oreyrir The one buried in the famous stone-heap, or, the
famous one buried in the stone-heap. Cp. pj6oS-d,
'great river,' bj6o-konungr, 'great king,' fj66-kunnr,
'very famous,' fj6;o-vitnir, 'the great wolf,' reyrr, 'a
heap of stones,' reyra, 'to bury in a heap of stones.'
pj65reyrir occurs only once, in Hdv. 1602, a passage for which there is but one MS, codex regius.
All previous discussions of this word begin by altering
it to resemble 6Orerir (Hdv. 107).59
Bull. Vsp. 123. V. 1. to pr6r and frdr. Cp. pj6rr,
j6orr
idem. MS has pjor.
Bold. Cp. pora, 'to dare,' poran, 'daring,' MnI
korinn
porinn, 'bold.'
Prainn
Stubborn. Cp. prdr, 'stubborn.'
Stubborn. Cp. prdr, idem.
lrair
brasir
Snorter, the one in rage. Cp. prasa, 'to snort, rage.'
The increasing one. Vide pr6r infra.
lr6inn
ro6r
Boar. Cp. fr6r, idem, pr6ask, 'to increase.'
The
Iulinn
mumbling one, silly person. Cp. pula, 'a rhyme,
jingle, poem,' pulr, 'mumbler, worthless poet,'
pylja, 'to mumble.'
58Nynorsk etym. Ordboks. v.
59E.g.
pj6orerer, Finnur J6nsson, Eddalieder (Halle, 1888) 25. pj6irgrer, FJ
s. v., Neckel, Edda2,43. Gering (159). See Gering (129, 159) for references to older
discussions.
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The one on the fore-arm. Cp. qln, 'the forearm from
the ends of the fingers to the elbow,' Latin ulna.
FJ changes Qlni to Qlnir in order to get a mythical
name. It is not necessary.
Qnn or Qnn (1) ? Cp. *ApawiniR, 6Apa-, of undetermined meaning, *winiR-vinr, 'friend.' Ann (An) and Qnn may
be variants of the same word.61 This is not a suitable
dwarf-name, since it is a compound which is no
longer transparent, an old heroic name. (2) An
(undefined) part of a sword. Cp. Qnn,idem. This is
the least objectionable explanation. (3) Hard work.
Cp. Qnn, idem, Gothic asans, 'summer (harvesttime).' (2) and (3) do not account for Ann.
Qlni

C. THE FORM OF DWARF-NAMES

It is possible to classify the names as to form. A little more than
a fourth of them are compound nouns or adjectives; Alviss,
Alpj6fr, Andvari, Aurvangr, Aurvargr, Blindviir, Dagfinnr,
D6lgfrasir, Dolgpvari, Eikinskjaldi, Eilifr, FjqlsviYr, Fornbogi,
Forve, Fullangr, Ganddlfr, Gollmcevill,Haugspori, Heptifili, Herrauir, Herrimr,Hleio6lfr, Hleli6lfr, Hlevangr, Hlevargr,Hlj6o61fr,
Hornbori, Hugstari, HQgstari,Ivaldi, Ligskjdlfr, MiYvi&r,MjQmvitnir, MjqklituYr,M6Ssognir, M6ovitnir, NiYhqggr,Ni5Qtr, Nifengr,
Niningr, NyrdYr, RdYspakr, RdssviYr, SkdviGr,Tigvce, Vegdrasill,
Vinddlfr, fj6l5reyrir.
There are six among these, Forve, Hlei6olfr, Nilqtr, Nifengr,
Niningr, Tigvce,which we do not understand, and therefore we do
not know into what parts to divide them. The first seems to be
composed offor-vd. The deuterotheme of the second is-olfr=ulfr,
'wolf.' The rest may or may not be scribal errors; at any rate they
look like compounds.
If we ignore these six and the names Herraugr and HerriSr,62
which are intruders among the dwarf-names, we will find that
each of the rest is composed of two parts, the meaning of which was
plain to an Icelander of the time in which the fula was composed.
60

J6hannesson, op. cit. ?272, 2.
61Noreen, Aisl Gr.4 116. Codex
regius of the Elder Edda has aan, Hauksb6k
has dn in Vsp. 117. One MS of the pulur (A. M. 748 II 4to) has the name Qnn.
In the other MS this word is erased; possibly some one removed it who regarded
it as an error.
62
They are the names of the children of a dwarf in a late novelized tale,
"porsteins saga Vikingssonar" in Rafn, FAS, II, 446-448. These two names are
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The compounds could have been made up at any time on the spur
of the moment.
Another fairly large group is composed of adjectives,63 mostly
very common ones; Alviss, Annarr, Fdr, FjQlsviGr,Frdr, Froagr,
Fullangr, Hdr, MjQklituYr,Nyr, Nyrdar, Ncefr, Orr, RdaSsbakr,
RdasviJr, Skdvcerr,Svi5r, Varr, Vitr, pekkr, prdr.
The weak masculine names make up over a fourth (29%) of all.
A considerable number can be paired with monosyllabic neuter
nouns. Austri-austr, Darri-darr, Dqrri-dQrr,Eitri-eitr, Frosti-frost,
Haugspori-spor, Loki-lok, Niii-niY, NorYri-norYr,Nyi-ny, Sindrisindr, Sulri-suYr, Uri-ur, Vestri-vestr,Qlni-eln. A smaller number
are related to monosyllabic masculines; Buri-burr, EikinskjaldiskjQldr,Hornbori-bor,Dori-d6r, two to feminines, one of which is
dissyllabic; Ndli-ndl, Jari-jara. L6ni has beside it 16n n and
16n f, Nabbi has nabbrm and nqbbf. A few are formed from adjectives; A ndvari-varr,Bari-barr, Bruni-brainn,Hugstari and HQgstaristarr. The following can best be compared to verbs; Ddni-deyja,
Duri-dira, G16ni and Gloi-gl6a, Ori-6ra, Uni-una, Ivaldi-valda.
Of the thirty-five names in this paragraph only nine are recorded
as being used for mortals, Brini, Darri, Frosti, Hornbori, Nor8ri,
N6ri, Sindri, Uni, possibly lUri. None of the nine are originally
personal names, but all were first occupational names or nicknames,
and most of them are recorded mainly as the latter. This shows
that names of this class are mostly made up ad hoc.
We have also the following disyllabic weak nouns used as
dwarf-names; Ai, Barri, Dlg-vari,i, Farli, Fili, Forn-bogi, Heptifili, Heri, Ingi and Yngvi, Iri, Jaki, Kili, Lj6mi, Nefi, Nori, Onni,
Patti, Toki, Vali.
A little more than a tenth of the names end in

-inn,64

most of

them being connected with verbs; Biiinn-bzia, Ddinn-deyja,
Dulinn-dylja, Durinn-dura, Dvalinn-dvelja or daira, Eggm6innmoask, Fdinn-fd and the adj. far, Fundinn-finda, Gloinn-gl6a,
L6inn-MnN Loa, Muninn-muna, Oinn-oask, Orinn-6ra, porinnbiora, frdinn-prd, proinn-]roask and ]r6r, pulinn-pylja, a few
taken from the stock of old heroic names, and the parts are so fused that only a
philologist could tell what each part means. When they are explained they tell
nothing characteristic about dwarfs.
64 Names belonging to more than one group are repeated. E.g., compound
adjective are listed among compounds among adjectives.
64 A. M.
Sturtevant, "Old Norse tig-inn: tig-inn;fi-inn: h-inn," Scand. S. and
N. X (1928), 50-55
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with nouns; Burinn-burr, Ndinn-ndr, Reginn-regin, and one with
an adjective; Bldinn-bldr.
Those ending in -arr are mostly affiliated with verbs; Anarr and
Onarr-MnN ona, Galarr-gala, Ginnarr-ginna, Lofarr-MnN luva,
and two with nouns; Fjalarr-fjqI, Siarr-sia. Two are primarily
adjectives; Anarr and Hannarr. One is of undetermined affiliation,
as its meaning is not known; Sviarr.
Of the small group in -ingr, -lingr; Berlingr, Billingr, Brisingr,
Dellingr, Hildingr, Niningr, Nipingr, the second from the last is
probably a scribal error. Those in -urr are Bifurr, BlQfurr,Bumburr,
BQfurr,Sviurr, in -ir; Dolgprasir, Dramir (probably scribal error),
prasir, in- nir; Draupnir, Dirnir,
Skirvir, Vifir, Tirvir, pjQoYreyrir,
M6oSvitnir.65
MjQ5vitnir,M6osognir,
The only considerable form-group left is that of the monosyllabic
masculines, over thirteen per cent; Alfr, Ann, Bildr, Brokkr, D6lgr,
Dufr, Fair, Fi;Sr-Finnr, Grerr,Grimr,Htrr, Litr, Ndr, Narr, Rekkr,
Tirgr, Veggr, Veigr, ViYr, Viggr, Vigr, pjorr, pror, Qnn.
Tzita is the only dwarf name besides the rejected HerriSr which
is grammatically feminine. It is the name of a male. Seeing it is
the name of a mortal it did not have to conform to the conventions
of mythical dwarf-names. Atvar&rwas probably not intended as
a name. There are two names in -ill, which is frequently used,
among other purposes, in the names of sea-kings, e.g. Gollmcevill,
but it is not clear why Vegdrasill gets among the dwarf-names.
Alius is a Latin word; Olius is an imitation of Alius; Alfrigg is
borrowed and adapted from German; Mqndull, which fits none of
the form categories above, is a western European cultural loanword, ultimately Greek; Bifurr, Fili, Heptifili, Kili, Virvir are
loan-words, probably from Frisian, possibly from Low German;
Bumburr is made on the noun bumba, which latter is supposed to
be a foreign word,66D6ri is supposed to be based on a borrowed
German dorn, T6ki possibly on LG token.
The ordinary themes which make up the greater part of Old
Icelandic names are entirely missing, the names in Arn-, As-,
Berg-, Bryn-, Holm-, R?in-,Sig-,P6r-, in -arinn, -bjQrn,-dan, -gestr,
-kell, -leikr, -marr, -rekr, and hundreds of others. We are dealing
with a very different class of names.
The transparentness of the compound names, the free use of
adjectives as dwarf-names, the use of a considerable number of
65
66

Finnur J6nsson, "Maskuline Substantiver pa -nir," Afnf, XXXV (1918),302.
Frank Fischer, Lehnwiorterdes Altwestnordischen(Berlin, 1909), s. v. in index.
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weak nouns made up ad hoc, the use of loan-words and even of
words formed on loan-words all go to show that these names were
not handed down from a remote past, but are the product of a
contemporary body of opinion. The further fact that aside from
the compound names, adjectives, and monosyllabic masculines
the dwarf-names are limited to a small number of endings, -arr, -i,
-ingr, -lingr, -inn, -ir, -nir, -urr;67i.e. that the dwarf-names can be
referred to a small number of form-categories, shows that there was
a rather definite convention in regard to such names.
D. THE CONTENTOF DWARF-NAMES

The names given dwarves in Iceland show their state and
characteristics,68according to current tales.
The dwarves are the dead; they are one phase of the Living
Corpse, the draugr, that has experienced the First Death and will
experience the final and Second Death when the body disintegrates.69

Many of the dwarf-names describe the Living Dead. The
dwarf is called Ndr, 'corpse,' Ndinn, 'like a corpse,' Ddinn, Ddni,
'like one dead,' Buinn, 'prepared (for burial),' Eggmoinn, 'slain
by the sword.' The dead man is Bumburr, 'a swollen thing;' as
decomposition progresses he becomes Bruni, 'dark brown,' Bldinn,
'black.'70 No longer a proud upstanding man,he isBarri,'awkward,
butterfingers,' Dulinn, 'weak and slow,' T6ki, 'blockhead,'
Ligskjdlfr, 'trembling in the limbs,' Lofarr, 'bent over,' pulinn,
67

The intrusiveendings-ill [two representatives]and-ull [onerepresentative]

are ignored here.
68 Fritz
Wohlgemuth, Riesen und Zwerge in der afrz. erz. Dichtung (Tiibingen,
1906), Diss.; August Liitjens, "Der Zwerg in der deutschen Heldendichtung des
Mittelalters" Breslau, 1911), (Germanistische Abhandlungen hrsgb. von F. Vogt,
Heft 38); Josef Riefel, Der Zwerg (Dresden-Weinbohl, 1923) contains much mateterial, no references; Helmut de Boor, "Der Zwerg in Skandinavien," Festschrift,
Eugen Mogk zum 70. Geburtstag(Halle, 1924), 536-581; C. N. Gould, "They who
await the Second Death," Scandinavian Studies and Notes, IX (1927), 167-201, and
literature cited there, page 167, note 2.
69 C. W. von Sydow, Folkminnen och Folktankar, XII (1925), hafte 2,15-16,
doubts that the dwarves have anything to do with the dead. He treats the general
subject of the relation of spirits and the dead in an article in the preceding hafte,
pp. 1-10, and in XIII (1926), 172-174.
70 Hermann
Giintert, Kalypso (Halle, 1919), 73 bldr as color of corpse. K. E.
Georges, Ausfiihrliches lateinisch-deutschesHandworterbuch(8th ed., Hannover and
Leipzig, 1913) s. v. aquilus, 'dark brown, blackish brown, 'color of death and of the
underworld.'
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'a silly mumbler,' Dufr, 'a nodder,' Duri, Durinn, Durnir, 'a
sleeper,' Dvalinn, 'torpid,' L6inn, Loni, 'lazy,' Anarr, 6narr, 'one
who stares at something,' Uni, 'one who is calm.'71'72
Dwarves with a local habitation are described in terms of the
place where the corpse lies buried; Aurvargr, 'gravel-outlaw' i.e.
'the outlaw buried in the gravel,' Hlevargr, 'lee-outlaw,' i.e. 'the
outlaw buried in the sheltered spot,' pjo6greyrir,'buried in the
great stone-heap.'
The dead dwarf may be described by his activities in life;
Gollmxavill,'rich sea-king,' Grimr, 'mask,' i.e. the anonymous
stranger who died without telling his name, MjQ&vitnir,'toper';
or by his activities after death; Haugspori, 'howe-treader,' who
walks about on his mound, like the benevolent draiugrof King
Hreggvith.73
The dwarf may be a relative who lies in the ancestral tomb, the
oldest one can remember, Ai, 'great-grandfather,' or nearer ones;
Nefi, 'nephew,' Billingr, 'twin brother,' Buri, 'son,' Burinn, 'one
like a son.'
The dead man's good qualities may be told; Fracgr,'famous,'
Skdvcarr,'goodly,' pekkr, 'beloved.'74
There may have been foreigners buried in Scandinavian soil who
were supposed to spook about as dwarves; fri, 'Irish,' Vali,
'Welch' or 'French.'
When people thought of the small size of dwarves they gave
them names suitable to new-born infants; Fundinn, 'found,'
Nabbi, 'little nub,' Nori, 'tiny,' Nyr, 'new,' Patti, 'little shaver,' a
name for a boy baby like Swedish Putte, Qlni, 'the one on the
71 Certain

names given the dwarves are also names of Othin, god of the dead;
BrUni, FjqlsviPr, Ginnarr, Gtimr, Hdr, H'rr, Reginn, pekkr, pror. prasir resembles
the Othin-name prasarr. Muninn, which is not a fitting dwarf-name, is an intruder
from the Othin tales. Cf. Falk, Odensheite.
72 It is worth
noting that a number of dwarf-names also appear as serpentnames in the Ormaheiti, Skjaldedigtningen B I, 675. They are grimr, moinn, ndinn,
nii5hoggr, 6inn, ori. The serpent-name haugvarYr, 'guardian of the mound,' is
interesting in this connection. Giintert, Kalypso, 38. I. Reichborn-Kjennernd,
"Ormen i nordisk Folkmedisin belyst ved den klassiske Oldtidsmedisin," Tillegshcefte til Norges ApotekerforeningensTidskrift, 1924, 16. It would be fruitless
to include here the few dwarf-names which are also giant-names, horse-names and
stag-names, since these categories have not been investigated.
73 Gould, op. cit. 172.
74 It is possible that the names
indicating relationship and good qualities may
be noa-terms for spiteful dwarves that would harm the person who spoke their
real and evil names.
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forearm' a pat name for a new-born child, given by some one who
had noticed how women carry a tiny infant on the forearm. There
is one non-committal name, Fullangr, 'long enough,' and one which
may go by opposites, Hdr, 'high.'
The dwarves were lecherous and from the stories told of them
we know they lusted after the daughters of men;75Vifir, 'fututor,'
pr6inn, 'like a pror,' pror, 'boar,' then the symbol of Tsr, the god
of reproduction. Later Othin assumed the function and symbol
of T2r.76 The dwarves do not readily show themselves, for they
fear the light of the sun which turns them to stone, and they have
such names as Heri, 'hare, a timid nocturnal animal, Oinn, 'shy,'
Varr, 'wary.'
Though dwarves fear the light of the sun, they have, strange to
say, names meaning 'bright colored, shining': Blqvurr, 'the shining
one,' Brisingr, 'flame,' Dellingr, 'the gleaming one,' Fdinn, Fdr,
'shining,' G16i, Gloinn, Gl6ni, 'glowing,' Litr, 'color, red,' Lj6mi,
'gleam,' MjqklituYr, 'much-colored.' There are no tales that account for these names; they might refer to the forge fires of the
dwarf smiths, but it is more likely that they point to the haugaeldar, the mysterious fires which in Icelandic tradition glow on
grave mounds, the places where howe-dwellers are found.77
In ancient days the rich put treasures into the grave mound for
the use of a departed friend, and daring men would descend into
the grave to rob the dead man of his goods. There were stories
current of Living Corpses who fought intruders tooth and nail in
defense of their wealth. While we have no stories of dwarves who
thus defended their property many of the names picture them as
fighting in the same manner as the draugar fought; Bari, 'fiery,'
Bifurr, 'beaver, one who does things with zeal' (which may apply
to an artisan as well), D6lgr, 'enemy,' Dolgprasir, 'battle-eager,'
Frdr-Fror, 'swift,' (can apply to an artisan also), Hildingr, 'warrior,' Hugstari, 'stubborn-minded,' HQgstari, 'stubborn with
blows,' Jari, 'warrior,' M6ovitnir, 'rage-wolf,' i.e. 'violent warrior,'
NikhQggr, 'the hatefully striking one,' Ori, Orinn, 6rr, 'quarrelsome,' Reginn, 'wielder,' Rekkr, 'warrior, hero,' porinn, 'bold,'
Liitjens op. cit. 103; Gould op. cit. 198 f.
Falk. Odensheite,s.v. pror.
77E.g. J6n Helgason, Ileigreks saga (Kobenhavn, 1914), 21. Carl Clemen,
Religionsgeschichte Europas (Heidelberg, 1926), I, 231 remarks concerning
Hephaistos "dasz eine aus der Erde aufsteigende Flamme auch sonst auf das
mythische Feuer kleiner Erdgeister zuriickgefuhrt wird."
7

76
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prdinn, prdr, 'stubborn.' Nipingr, 'pinch,' describes the way
draugar fight.78
Sometimes the name of the warrior is formed from the name of
his weapon by adding the weak masculine ending; Darri-Dorri,
'spearman,' Eikinskjaldi, 'with oaken shield.' Again the unchanged name of the weapon is the name of the warrior; Bildr,
'edged weapon' (can also be artisan's tool), Dolgfvari, 'hostile
spear,' Fair, 'ferrule on shaft of a weapon' (or tool), Fornbogi,
'ancient bow,' HleYSiolfr,'sword,' Vigr, 'spear,' Qnn, 'part of a
sword.'
Perhaps the dwarf roared when he fought; at any rate we have
a curious group of names indicating that he was noisy; Galarr,
'yeller, singer,' Grerr, 'roaring,' Hlj6oolfr, 'howl-wolf,' Mo6sognir,
'roaring,' 'rage-roarer,' prasir, 'snorter,' pjorr, 'bull,' i.e. 'bellower.' Cp. dvergmali,'echo,' literally 'dwarf speech?
The dead dwelt not only in grave mounds, but in the rocks and
mountains, and there they had access to all the riches beneath
the surface, and people told tales of dwarves who were master
smiths and skilled in all sorts of clever artisanship. They gave the
dwarves names that indicate these activities, as names of trades;
Draupnir, 'goldsmith,' Fjalarr, 'splitter of panelling,' Skirvir,
'joiner of herring-bone panelling,' Virvir, 'dyer,' and curious words
for smith; Brokkr, 'man who works with broken fragments' (of
metal), Siarr, 'he who makes the sparks fly,' Sindri, Uri, slag-man.'
We have noticed that Bifurr, Reginn, and Frdr-Fror may be artisans. Hannarr, 'skilled,' NyrdYr, 'ingenious,' and Ncefr, 'clever,'
should be valuable workmen.
A mechanic may have a name formed on the name of the tool
he uses, just as the warrior's name may be formed on that of his
weapon; D6ri, auger-man,' Hornbori, man who works with a
horn-boring gimlet.' Fill, Heptifili and Kili may be names of users
of the instruments indicated by their names, i.e. tool-name plus
weak masculine ending; if not the ending, then its function by
analogy since the names of so many tool-users and weapon-users
were formed with -i; or they may be strictly tool-names. They
will be treated as such in the next paragraph.
The name of the tool may be used for the artisan; Berlingr,
'handspike,' Bildr, 'edged tool' (or weapon), Falr, 'ferrule on handle
of a tool' (or weapon), Fili, 'file,' Heptifili, 'file with a handle,'
78

Gould, op. cit. 189.
79 Gould, op. cit. 199.
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Kili, Veggr, 'wedge,' Viggr, 'axe-bit.' A part of an apparatus may
furnish the name for a dwarf; 'Mqndull, Ndli, 'axle or shaft of a
hand mill,' ViYr, 'board, slat, rung,' Blindvi;Sr, 'blind-board,'
MiSvi&r, 'middle board,' SkdviYr, 'crooked board.' We are given
no hint as what the "boards" formed, of what they were a part;
a gate, sled, boat, or what?
The dwarf-names afford strange connections with nature;
Austri, 'the one in the East,' NorYri, 'the one in the North,' SuYri,
'the one in the South,' Vestri, 'the one in the West,' are the four
dwarves that hold up the four corners of the sky, a tale that may
not be at all old; Nigi and Nyi 'the waning and the new moon,'
Eitri and Frosti, 'cold,' and the winds; Andvari, Gustr, 'gentle
breeze or puff of wind,' Vinddlfr, 'wind-elf,' and maybe Farli,
'the faring one.' Have we slipped over into a new territory?
There is a border-land of elves and dwarves, for we have elf-names
for certain dwarves; Alfr, 'elf,' Alfrigg, 'elf-king,' the borrowed
name that we rejected in the beginning, Ganddlfr, 'magic-elf,'
Vinddlfr, 'wind-elf.'
Those who have passed the gates of the first death have entered
into great wisdom; such an one is Alviss, 'exceedingly wise,'
FjolsviYr, 'very wise,' RdTspakr, Rdssvi;r, 'wise in counsel,' sviYr,
vitr, 'wise.' As dwarves are demonic and evil,79 a dwarf by his
wisdom can be a Ginnarr, 'deceiver,' or a master thief, Alpj6fr,
'wholly a thief.'80 So far the names have not told us in what
direction this knowledge was exerted, upon craftsmanship, fighting,
or council; but great wisdom in the North was usually associated
with the supernatural, as FiMr-Finnr, 'magician;' the summit of
wisdom is probably touched in the aforementioned Ganddlfr, 'elf
of magic.'8'
There are certain names connected with cult; Forve, of which
Liitjens, op. cit. 101.
The name Ganddlfris probably connected with magic or cult. Nils Lid, "Gand
og Tyre," Festskrift til Hjalmar Falk (Oslo, 1927), 331 ff., shows that gand in MnN
tradition may mean a magic ball of hair or other materials that can be put inside
an animal to do it harm. Such a gand may be called an alvkule, 'elf-ball,' or dvergkule, 'dwarf-ball,' and may produce the illness known as alvskot or dvergskot.
80

81

A definite connection of the dwarf with magic is shown in Hdv. 160, which tells
of a dwarf chanting charms;
pat kann ek fimtdnda, er gol Pjo6reyrir
dvergr,fyr Dellings durom:
afl gol hann dsom, en dlfomframa,
hyggjo Hroptaty.
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we know so little, prOinn, Ingi-Yngvi, Ivaldi, Loki,-if the latter
was ever included in cult-the Othin-names and the elf-names
already listed.
Certain loan-words call for comment. The first neighboring
people of a higher civilization whom the Scandinavians knew
intimately were the Frisians, the heirs of Roman commerce.82
Their trading posts were planted far up in Northern lands long
before the settlement of Iceland. The chief ware they sought there
was fur, and it is natural that their own name for one of the best
furs, "bever,"should become not only known to the people with
whom they traded, but also adjusted to their phonetic system.
The result was bifurr. The Romans on the lower Rhine were not
only traders but also manufacturers, and the Frisians, who as
laborers acquired the Roman technique, would be familiar with
the use of tools and would probably, after the Roman departure,
manufacture and sell them to the North, bringing the Frisian
names with them; fili, kili. The crowning glory of Frisian commerce was its beautifully woven and dyed cloth. The Frisians
furnished the North with a number of words connected with
clothing,83 among them the word for dyer, Frisian verver,which
the Icelander wrote as virvir or virfir.
Some of the names were unintelligently chosen: If Ann is an
ancient hero name and the equivalent of Qnn (1) its meaning
would not have been understood by the pulr or his audience, and
so it would not have been suitable for a dwarf-name. Aurvangr,
'gravel plain,' and Hlevangr, 'protected plain,' suggest nothing
connected with dwarves; they are some transmitter's perversion
of Aurvargr and HIevargr. Dagfinnr, an old and common name,
may have been brought in by its deuterotheme, 'magician,' but
it does not seem in place. Jaki, 'ice-berg,' or 'ice-floe,' is outside
the realm of dwarves and is probably a perversion of Jari. Vegdrasill, 'road-steed,' or 'glory-steed,' is either misunderstood by
modern scholars, or it has come in from some other category of
names. Veigr, 'strength,' is the only abstract noun in the list.
It is probably an error for Veggr.
There is a residue of words whose meanings we do not know.
Some of them are probably scribal errors, but not all of them;
82

Elis Wadstein, "Norden och vasteuropa i gammal tid" (Stockholm, 1925),
(Populart vetenskapligaforelasninger vid GoteborgsHogskola, ny foljd, XXII). See
especially chapter X and the bibliography.
&3I quote them in the forms which Wadstein
gives, op. cit. 148 f. kldde, skat,
duk, dok, kjortel, kyrtil, skraddare.
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BQfurr, Dramir, Narr, NiSQtr or Ni5Qttr, Nifengr, Niningr, Onni,
Sviarr, Sviurr, Tigve, Tirgr.
The investigation of the form of dwarf-names made it evident
that they were a contemporary product, based on current conventional accounts of dwarf-activities; a study of the meaning of these
names provides additional evidence that this is true. If there had
been no conventionalized pictures of the nature, manner of life
and functions of dwarves upon which the coiners of dwarf-names
could base their creations it would not have been possible for us
to group the names about a small number of definite ideas. The
classification of these names also affords us certain information
as to the content of the current tales about dwarves. We learn
that his names84 pictured the dwarf as a corpse in process of
decaying, yet living, torpid and infirm. They connect him with
his burial place; they specify his activities in life and in death,
his kinship, his social qualities, his nationality, his size, his lusts.
They picture him as fearing living men and the light of the sun,
yet being himself at times bright and shining; they further give
him the characteristics of the draugr of which he is a specialized
type, report his manner of fighting, specify his weapons and describe the roaring that accompanied his hostile acts. The names
also describe him as a master workman, state his occupations,
describe his skill, specify his tools, indicate his connection with
nature and the confusion of elf and dwarf, exhibit his endowment
with wisdom, cunning and magic, and show his connection with
cult.
84 It is
interesting to watch the transmitters of dwarf-names at the work of
creating names. We are herewith chiefly concerned with eight manuscripts representing three streams of transmission, the first and second of which are closely related, though all three are from the same source. 1. R (gl. kgl. sml. n. 2365 4to
(the Elder Edda) in the Royal Library at Copenhagen, and H (Hauksb6k, cod.
arnam. no. 544 4to in the Arnamagnaean collection in the University Library of
Copenhagen) contain the VQluspdin versions that differ slightly from each other.
2. Manuscripts of the Younger Edda; T (Trektarb6k, a paper manuscript in
Utrecht); U (cod. upsaliensis no. 11, 8 vo. in the University Library in Upsala)
W (codex Wormianus, cod. arnam. no. 242 fol in the University Library in Copenhagen); r (gl. kgl. sml. no. 2367 4to in the Royal Library in Copenhagen). These
MSS contain the dwarf-name stanzas from the VQluspa in a somewhat different
version from R and H. In a few places they agree with H as against R. 3. Manuscripts containing the Dverga heiti from the pulur; cod. arnam. 748 II 4to and cod.
arnam 757 4to in the University Library at Copenhagen. The Dverga heiti consist
of six stanzas of eight short lines each,alliterative jingles composed of dwarf-names
with almost no connective tissue.
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We get this information through the cumulative evidence of
numerous names grouped about the same idea.
Not all of these details concerning the life of dwarves are mentioned in the tales about dwarves, and one detail is frequently
mentioned in the tales-that the dwarf lives in a rock or under the
ground-which is not referred to by a name.
De Boor's study85 of dwarves in Scandinavia showed that in
One could chart out the relationship of the manuscripts and discover which
names were in the original list, the non-existent X back of all these streams.
But the disagreements are also interesting; they are of three sorts, one sort, rare,
in which the scribe simply made an error and wrote something that does not exist
in the Icelandic language, a second sort, also rare, where the transmitter failed to
hear or to read the original correctly and put in a word that was an entirely good
word but in no sense a dwarf-name, a third sort,rather frequent and veryinteresting,
where some transmitter who failed to understand the original name made up and
put in a good one in its place. All three sorts occurred with a name found in Vsp.
154; TWr have Hlegiolfr, 'door-wolf' i.e. 'shield-wolf,' a good kenning for sword,
and a suitable dwarf-name. TheDverga heiti have Hlj666lfr, 'howl-wolf,' also a good
dwarf-name. But HleWSiolfr
is probably the original because it is a kenning and
harder to understand than Hlj6o61fr, and the more difficult reading as a rule is the
older. The innovation of the Dverga heiti was of the third sort. U has Hlei56olfr.
HleiS- means nothing. It is simply a blunder, a change of the first sort. H has
Hlevargr, 'lee-wolf,' i.e. 'lee-outlaw,' which may well mean 'the outlaw buried in
the sheltered spot,' a possible dwarf-name, but not a brilliant invention. This
was again a change of the third sort. The transmitter remembered that the word
had to alliterate with h and that it contained something about a wolf; he satisfied
these conditions. It is very evident that oral transmission played a part here.
R's Hlevangr must rest on faulty oral or written transmission of Hlevargr. Hlevangr,
'lee-plain,' i.e. 'sheltered plain,' is a normal word but in no sense a dwarf-name.
It is a change of the second sort. The Dvergaheiti contain a fairly good dwarf-name
in Aurvargr, 'gravel wolf,' i.e. 'outlaw buried in the gravel,' but R and H have
Aurvangr, 'gravel-plain,' in Vsp. 137, a sensible word but one that tells nothing
about dwarves. It is a change of the second sort from the original Aurvargr. In
Vsp. 153R and H have Haugspori, UWr have Hugstari, 757 also has Hugstari and
748 has Hqgstari. All three are excellent dwarf-names, but Hugstari, being in MSS
of two separate streams of transmission, was evidently the original name. These
changes are of the third sort. In Vsp. 121R has Veigr, 'strength,' decidedly suspect
as a dwarf-name because it is the only abstract noun in the lot, H has Veggr,
'wedge,' U has Viggr, 'axe-bit,' Wr have vigr, 'spear,' three suitable dwarf-names.
On account of the name Kili, 'wedge,' one suspects that Veggris here the original,
but there is no proof. The change to Veigr was of the first sort, and if our suspicion
is correct, those to Viggr and Vigr are of the third. There are other such changes,
but these instances are sufficient to show that transmitters have again and again
put in suitable new dwarf-names for old ones that were not well transmitted to
them. The transmitters could draw independently from a fund of living tradition.
85See n. 68 above.
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modern times an actual belief in the dwarf as evidenced by local
traditions is limited to certain districts in northern Jutland, that
there were in earlier modern times in the Scandinavian countries
certain sporadic instances of local traditions well known to the
North which may be survivors of a former richer store, that
however the concept of the dwarf and pictures of his life and
activities were through wandering tales, Mdrchen, creations of
fancy rather than belief, the stock of these tales was increased by
import. De Boor's study of the old period convinced him that
also the former conditions did not differ greatly from the present.
The results of my own study agree with those of de Boor. Setting
aside a few exceptions for which reasons can be found and an added
few due to the ineptitude of author or scribe, the dwarf-names are
contemporary transparent creations which could be understood by
any Icelander of the time. Most of them were undoubtedly
created on the basis of descriptions of dwarves in current imaginative tales.
The fact that, with the exceptions which have been already
noted, no ancient heroic names were applied to the dwarves-no
old compounds which linguistic changes had fused into a unit
separable only by trained scholars-shows that the naming of
dwarves was not an ancient custom. It is rather a part of the
learned Icelandic renascence of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. This same fact raises a further question which our material
does not enable us to answer: do the dwarves belong to ancient
Scandinavian lore or are they an importation from elsewhere?
De Boor makes certain minor exceptions to his general statement; he finds that some details do go back to a real folk-belief,
viz. the dwarf as a skilled craftsman and as a dweller in a rock. I
would add to the exceptions certain details that did not occur in
his material; first, a group of names that from its very nature goes
back to local traditions and therefore to real belief, the names
constructed in terms of the place where the corpse lies buried
second, in all probability, the group of names which describes the
dwarf's activities in life or after death. Such names may have
originally belonged to local traditions of draugar, and have been
attracted to the dwarf-names because the dwarves are also draugar.
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